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Abstract
Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection, widely known as the necessary cause of cervical cancer, has been established as a major
etiologic factor for head and neck cancer (HNC). HIV-infected individuals are at higher risk of HPV-associated cancers than the
general population. We describe a 45-year-old man with HIV and HPV coinfection, who presented progressively enlarging
verrucous neoformations of the lips. The final diagnosis of verrucous carcinoma was delayed. Early detection of HPV lesions
in oral mucosa and HPV screening activities could be important in improving the diagnostic sensitivity for the HIV-infected
patients with oral cancer.
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Introduction

Head and neck cancer (HNC) is revealed as the sixth most

prevalent cancer worldwide.1 Human papillomavirus (HPV)

infection, widely known as the necessary cause of cervical

cancer, has been established as a major etiologic factor for

HNC. The increase of HPV-associated HNC incidence rate

over the last years could be explained by generational differ-

ences in sexual behavior, increased persistence, and progres-

sion of oral HPV due to changes in cofactors, such as tobacco

use, alcohol use, and immune suppression.2

Human papillomavirus can infect the stratified epithelia of

the skin or mucous membranes of the upper gastrointestinal,

respiratory, or anogenital tract, potentially leading to outcomes

such as genital warts and laryngeal papillomas, as well as certain

cancers. The association with cancers has led to the various types

of HPV being termed as “low risk” or “high risk” depending on

their known oncogenic potential. Two manifestations of HPV in

the oral cavity, which may be on the rise, are HPV-associated

oral warts and HPV-associated oral cancers. HIV-1-infected

patients are more susceptible to developing HPV infection and

squamous intraepithelial lesion (SIL). The incidence of cervical

cancer is high among HIV-infected women, particularly in coun-

tries with no organized cervical cancer prevention programs.3

Increasing survival times of HIV-positive patients may be asso-

ciated with dysplasia of oral and genital mucosal epithelium.

The role of HPV is well established in genital and anal cancer,

but it can be relevant for oral epithelial cancer, too. HPV screen-

ing activities could be important as well for the oral cavity.

We present the case of HPV-related oral cancer in a patient

with HIV and Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) infection and diabetes.

Case Description

In August 2008, a 45-year-old Caucasian male presented with a

history of bilateral and symmetric progressively enlarging ver-

rucous neoformations of the lips, indicating a clinical diagnosis

of granulomatous cheilitis. The patient was HIV-1 infected

prior to 1994. He had a history of asymptomatic HIV infection,

stage Centers for Disease Control (CDCA2). HCV-related

hepatitis, type 1 diabetes, and borderline personality disorder.

The patient smoked about 20 cigarettes a day and was an active

user of heroin until 2007, after which he received a formal

assessment and referral to drug addiction treatment in service

for drug addiction and remained on methadone therapy. The

CD4 T-lymphocyte nadir was 390/mm3. Starting from 1998,

the patient is regularly receiving antiretroviral therapy (ART)

with abacavir (ABC), lamivudine (3TC), and atazanavir (ATV)

unboosted. At follow-up, the HIV-1 RNA results were unde-

tectable and the CD4 count stable (from March 2008 to the last
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check up, the CD4 count range was between 524 and

1041/mm3).

In 2010, a biopsy of the lip lesions (lower right side of lip,

including the angle of mouth) revealed squamous cell

carcinoma of in situ verrucous type. At the same time, the HPV

genotype 16 was identified by the HPV INNO-LiPA genotyp-

ing test (Innogenetics, Ghent, Belgium). The patient was

treated with a surgical excision. Figure 1(A-D) shows the clin-

ical appearance of verrucous carcinoma and histological find-

ings (B-D). However, the lesion recurred 3 times in the next 4

years, requiring additional resections. Besides that, the perianal

condylomatosis was found. The Papanicolaou test revealed

anal low-grade SIL. Anal HPV test was positive for HPV gen-

otype 16.

Discussion

Human papillomavirus infection accounts for approximately

5.2% of the worldwide human cancer burden including the

cancer of the anus, genital tract, and oropharynx.4

As the HIV-positive patient’s lifetime was increased due to

long-term ART and HPV was revealed as the significant etio-

logical role in carcinogenesis, aging patients with HIV/HPV

coinfection was predisposed with cancer and HPV-associated

oral lesions and malignancies.5

For HIV-positive individuals, specific routine screening rec-

ommendations are available for anal and cervical cancer, con-

versely the oral Papanicolaou test screening recommendations

are lacking.6 Therefore, the oral HPV lesions cannot be recog-

nized correctly and easily, making clinical diagnosis difficult

and this will cause delay in initiation of treatment.

Even after adjusting for sexual behavior and other relevant

factors, HIV-positive individuals had a 2 to 3 times

higher prevalence of oral HPV infection than HIV-negative

individuals. Oral HPV has been suggested to clear modestly

faster than anal HPV due to local mucosal immunity

differences in the anatomic sites.7

Surgical approach or cryotherapy is the most used treatment,

with cure rates for initial lesions approximating 100%.8

As of today, still no data are available on the efficacy of the

HPV vaccines in preventing oral HPV infection (for both men

and women). It was proposed to administer HPV vaccine to

guard against oral infection due to the HPV types responsible

for the vast majority of HPV-related HNC, opening the possi-

bility of primary prevention of these increasingly common

malignancies.9

Vaccination against HPV 16 during childhood and prior to

HPV exposure may prevent HPV-associated cancer later in

their adult lives, because the majority of HPV-associated HNC

are caused by this type of HPV. Prevention strategies need to be

focused by creating awareness on the harmful effects of

tobacco and alcohol use, as they remain major risk factors for

HNC.1

Early detection of HPV lesions in oral mucosa should be

an important step in improving the diagnostic sensitivity of

oral cancer, especially in HIV-positive patients due to their

oncogenic potential. Furthermore, the HPV presence in the

HIV-positive patients has to raise clinical suspicion about the

possible HPV-associated malignancies at the other potential

risk areas.
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